Abstract: Efficient and precise localization is a prerequisite for the intelligent navigation of mobile robots. Traditional visual localization systems, such as visual odometry (VO) and simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), suffer from two shortcomings: a drift problem caused by accumulated localization error, and erroneous motion estimation due to illumination variation and moving objects. In this paper, we propose an enhanced VO by introducing a panoramic camera into the traditional stereo-only VO system. Benefiting from the 360° field of view, the panoramic camera is responsible for three tasks: (1) detecting road junctions and building a landmark library online; (2) correcting the robot's position when the landmarks are revisited with any orientation; (3) working as a panoramic compass when the stereo VO cannot provide reliable positioning results. To use the large-sized panoramic images efficiently, the concept of compressed sensing is introduced into the solution and an adaptive compressive feature is presented. Combined with our previous two-stage local binocular bundle adjustment (TLBBA) stereo VO, the new system can obtain reliable positioning results in quasi-real time. Experimental results of challenging long-range tests show that our enhanced VO is much more accurate and robust than the traditional VO, thanks to the compressive panoramic landmarks built online.
Introduction
Visual localization is a basic and important module for autonomous land vehicles (ALVs), mobile robots, and other intelligent navigation systems. Much progress has been made in this area of science in recent years. Visual odometry (VO) (Nistér et al., 2004; Konolige et al., 2011; Geiger et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2013) and simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) (Durrant-Whyte and Bailey, 2006; Sünderhauf and Protzel, 2011) are the two most important methods in the area. In general, VO uses local inter-frame information to estimate motion parameters, while SLAM uses whole sequence information to construct and maintain a global map. As a result, usually SLAM is able to achieve better precision with the cost of much higher computational complexity (Scaramuzza and Fraundorfer, 2011) . Munguia and Grau (2007) built a local SLAM to reduce the computational cost, resulting in a system very close to VO, as only the 3D points and their projections within a local short time window are involved. Since only temporary information is kept, these systems can meet the real-time requirement, but typically cannot recover if they suffer from large errors or lose track of the robot's position.
In practice, due to the existence of illumination variation, weak texture, and moving objects, visual localization in some situations is prone to error. Even if every motion is estimated with high precision, small inter-frame localization errors will accumulate with time, eventually leading to considerable drift. To deal with this problem, a global position correction algorithm (or loop constraints) was presented and researched (Fraundorfer and Scaramuzza, 2012) . Its basic idea is to use places of known position to correct the robot's position when the places are revisited.
To recognize the visited scenes, various image matching algorithms have been invented. For a high success rate of matching, the bag-of-words (BoW) (Sivic and Zisserman, 2003; Galvez-López and Tardos, 2012) method is often applied to solve this problem. However, this method usually needs prior knowledge and offline training, which is impractical for a robot exploring unknown areas. In contrast, approaches based on image appearance generally do not need prior knowledge of environments. Se et al. (2002) recognized visited places using scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) features, which can also be used to reconstruct 3D maps in SLAM. But this system cannot run in real time due to the high computational cost. Singh and Košechá (2010) used Gabor-Gist descriptors to detect visual loop closure. Liu and Zhang (2012) employed principal component analysis (PCA) to transform high-dimensional Gabor-Gist descriptors into a lower dimensional form to improve computational efficiency and discriminative power. Sünderhauf and Protzel (2011) proposed the use of BRIEF-Gist descriptors to perform place recognition, which could be computed very quickly. In their realization, the image was resized and divided into several patches of fixed size (e.g., 60×60). Then compact binary codes were generated for each patch through simply comparing the intensity of randomly selected point pairs. However, the resultant BRIEF-Gist descriptor did not retain sufficient information of the image, which weakened the power to distinguish each landmark. Moreover, limited by the matching strategy, in all these systems, only images with a similar orientation can be matched, seriously restricting their application.
Our solution is to introduce a panoramic camera into the traditional stereo-only VO system to build online panoramic landmarks. Compared to binocular images, panoramic images have a 360° field of view (FOV), making it possible to match landmarks in any orientation. Unlike in previous approaches, our landmark library considers mainly images of road junctions, which are the places most likely to be revisited. A compact library will reduce unnecessary processing of matching. Unlike the SLAM algorithm whose efficiency decreases gradually from constantly maintaining a global map, our method selects and records only relatively sparse landmark images.
To match the current image with landmarks precisely and accelerate the panoramic image processing, we introduce the concept of compressed sensing (CS) (Donoho, 2006) to the visual localization field. Taking advantage of the signal's sparseness or compressibility in some domain, CS allows the entire signal to be determined from relatively few measurements, while the original information is kept with high probability. By modeling image patches with the compressive features (CF), the computational cost can be reduced greatly. In consideration of the discrimination of different features, we present an adaptive CF to describe the image more efficiently.
While playing the key role in global position correction, panoramic images have another important function in local motion estimation. For binocular VO, there are some situations in which the image contains insufficient consistent features due to weak texture or moving objects, leading to erroneous motion estimation. Limited by the FOV, little can be done for further processing of the binocular images. In contrast, with a 360° FOV, panoramic images have plentiful visual information and are much less affected by this problem. Through tracking the motion of a pair of small rectangular patches in the panoramic image, the change in the robot's azimuth angle can be easily obtained, with relatively low precision but high robustness.
In summary, our contribution lies in four aspects: 1. A new enhanced VO system is proposed, combining a panoramic camera with a binocular camera. The binocular visual system is responsible for major local motion estimation, while the panoramic visual system is in charge of global position correction, as well as providing robust local azimuth angle for reference.
2. A quasi-real time global position correction algorithm using the online-built panoramic landmarks is proposed. The algorithm helps keep localization error below a certain level in a long range with an acceptable computing complexity. Compared with SLAM, our method does not need to maintain and update a global map constantly, and allows quasireal time localization.
3. An adaptive compressive feature (ACF) is proposed, to describe the panoramic landmark images. Using this feature, the panoramic images are described more adaptively and processed more efficiently.
4. A panoramic compass for robust local azimuth angle estimation is presented.
Overview of the enhanced visual odometry
Gathering the data from panoramic and binocular cameras, our enhanced VO system can be divided into two parts: global position correction and local motion estimation (Fig. 1) . There are four modules in total: three are based on panoramic images and the ACF, and one is based on binocular images. Brief descriptions of the four modules are given in the following paragraphs:
1. Building landmarks online: Detecting road junctions from panoramic images as the robot moves, and extracting multi-level features to build landmarks. The multi-level features include intensity histograms, and large and small scale compressive features. In particular, for efficiency and accuracy, the compressive features are constructed adaptively according to the specific content of landmarks.
2. Global position correction: The current panoramic image will be matched with the landmark library through multi-level feature matching. Using a grid-based searching method, arbitrary directional landmarks can be matched when they are revisited. The robot's position can therefore be corrected, and the accumulated error greatly reduced.
3. Panoramic compass: By tracking patches in panoramic images, the changes in the azimuth angle can be estimated. This value is used to improve orientation estimation when stereo VO is not able to produce reliable estimations due to illumination variation, weak texture, or moving objects.
4. High-performance binocular VO (Lu et al., 2013) : With the optimization of two-stage local binocular bundle adjustment (TLBBA) and the acceleration of the GPU, this module can estimate the interframe motion precisely at about 25 Hz.
Adaptive features based on compressed sensing

Compressive intensity feature
CS is a signal processing technique for efficiently acquiring and reconstructing signals. Originally, CS was used to recover high-dimensional original signal from low-dimensional observation signal (Donoho, 2006; Cai et al., 2014) . Recently, it has been introduced to the field of pattern recognition, in areas such as face recognition (Wright et al., 2009) and object tracking . CS theory holds that a K-sparse highdimensional signal x m×1 can be compressed by a measurement matrix R, which satisfies the restricted isometry property (RIP) (Candes and Tao, 2005) . The resulting low-dimensional signal v n×1 preserves the distance between all pairs of original signals with high probability. The signal is formulated as follows:
where K<n<<m. Zhang et al. (2012) presented a CF for object tracking and achieved very good performance. To extract a CF, a tracked image patch Z h×w is convolved with a set of rectangle filters at multiple scales {f i,j }, defined as
The resultant rectangular intensity features are concatenated as a very high-dimensional multi-scale feature x m×1 to describe Z, where m=(h×w) 2 . Subsequently, x m×1 is compressed by a very sparse random measurement matrix R, whose elements are
where p is the probability of assigning r ij with the specific value, and s=m/4 according to Zhang et al. (2012) .
Adaptive compressive feature
In image processing, intensity is one of the most basic features. It is easy to compute, but sensitive to variation in illumination and weak in describing image details. In actual applications, cloudy weather may cause sudden and frequent illumination variation, leading to unstable intensity features. On the other hand, the speeded up robust features (SURF) (Bay et al., 2006) descriptor is gradient-based and more robust to illumination variation, and can be combined with intensity features to describe the image. SURF is complementary to intensity, and the image details can be better modeled. However, unlike intensity, one patch's SURF feature includes four component statistics: ∑dx, ∑|dx|, ∑dy, and ∑|dy|, where dx and dy are the horizontal and vertical gradients, respectively. To accommodate this requirement, we design a modified random measurement matrix R, whose elements are four-dimensional vectors:
where r is a small random measurement matrix, compressing the four elements of one patch's SURF into one:
In practice, some patches are not as good as others for matching purposes. For example, a patch from a solid color image is difficult to track, due to multiple matches with similar appearance. In other words, the rectangular sample patches have different discrimination abilities, although their locations are randomly generated. In general, the sample patches located in weak texture or repetitive texture regions have less discrimination. Moreover, some patches are more distinctive in terms of intensity, while others are better featured using SURF descriptors. We propose an adaptive description method to solve this problem, through analyzing the feature's discrimination.
Given an image I, several rectangular patches are randomly sampled through the measurement matrix R. Fig. 2a illustrates only some patches of the same size for clarity. Denote one patch as z 0 , and select two sets of round patches z 0 of the same size. One set is called positive samples, whose location l(z) satisfies {z|║l(z)−l(z 0 )║<α}, and the other set is negative samples whose location satisfies {z|β<║l(z)− l(z 0 )║<γ}, where α<β<γ. The intensity and SURF features extracted from both sets are fitted into four Gaussian functions separately. If the variances of the four Gaussian functions are all too small, z 0 will be removed because it may be located on a background with similar texture (Fig. 2b) .
Taking the intensity feature as an example, its discrimination is measured by the Hellinger distance of the two Gaussian functions. Denoting the positive sample as y=1 and the negative sample as y=0, the conditional probabilities of compressive feature v i are Gaussian:
The square Hellinger distance of p 1 and p 0 is
As shown in Fig. 2c , some patches are more discriminating when described by their intensities than with SURF (i.e., the feature on the right), and others are the reverse (such as the feature on the left). All the intensity and SURF features are sorted together according to h in descending order, and only the first n′ weighted features are selected. Image I can now be represented by the n′-dimensional ACF, with the following form:
4 Building compressive panoramic landmarks online
Determination of landmark images
The selection of landmarks directly affects the following matching and position correction performance. If the landmarks are selected too densely, the current image has to match many similar landmarks, which is time-consuming and error-prone. On the other hand, if the landmarks are too sparse, some visited places may be missed and the valuable experience cannot be used for position correction. The ideal situation is to gain the most travel experience from visiting as few landmarks as possible. To this end, we select panoramic images with scenes of road junctions as landmarks, because they are the places most likely to be revisited. We build the landmarks with panoramic images, whose 360° FOV provides the possibility of arbitrary directional landmark matching. This means that only one landmark image is enough for a road junction. An efficient landmark matching algorithm will be given in the next section.
Detection of road junctions is a difficult problem for traditional stereo-only vision systems due to their limited FOV providing insufficient road information. Fortunately, with panoramic images this is less of a problem. The algorithm of Wang (2013) is adopted to detect the road junctions. First, the panoramic image is projected to the ground according to calibration parameters. Then the road area in the image can be obtained using Gaussian mixture model segmentation, followed by morphology based passable region identification. Finally, if the number of local maximum values in the radon field of the road binary image is greater than one, the current visiting place is considered as a road junction.
Building global landmarks only on road junctions may not be enough in all cases. For example, the robot may walk on a circular track or move back and forth between two adjacent road junctions, where no landmarks can be built. Therefore, a supplementary rule is presented: if the robot has moved more than a certain distance from the last landmark, a panoramic image of current place will be selected as a landmark. The positions of landmarks are decided by the VO positioning results when they are visited for the first time.
Landmark description
In our application, the descriptor should meet two requirements: (1) It should robustly recognize and lock the landmarks that the vehicle is approaching; (2) From incoming images, it should find the best matching frame to the locked landmark.
In general, the global feature is not sensitive to local variation, such as moving objects and smallrange appearance changes. This characteristic, in turn, makes it difficult to analyze the motion precisely using global features. Analogously, a large-scale feature is more robust to small-scale changes, while a small-scale feature can better reflect slight information variation. To trade-off the recognition requirements and computing efficiency, we construct multi-level features, finding the best match from the library step by step.
An intensity histogram is used as the first level feature, removing the obviously impossible landmarks. Since the histogram is a global feature, we use the proposed ACF to describe a more detailed level of the image. In consideration of both efficiency and accuracy, two scales of ACFs are included in the multi-level features. The features are extracted within the middle region of the panoramic images, because little useful information can be obtained from the cloudy sky on the top and the car body on the bottom. The width of the image is much larger than the height, and thus the two scale filters differ mainly in the widths of the rectangles. Denoting the largescale rectangle filters as Fig. 3 . When the best match to the current image is found within the landmark library, a small position difference may still exist between them. SIFT features are then induced for estimating the residual position error. Note that here the complete SIFT feature is adopted for its excellent performance in accurate feature localization and description, while in ACF the concept of a SURF descriptor (i.e., without a detector) is used for efficiently expressing the intensity gradient within the image block.
Finally, the landmarks contain the positions P, intensity histograms H, large-scale ACF F l , smallscale ACF F s , and SIFT features S for final position correction.
Global position correction using landmarks
Matching landmarks with arbitrary orientation using multi-level features
Given the landmark library L{P, H, F l , F s , S}, the following task is to find the landmark closest to the current image I n . First, the vehicle's approximate position P w is obtained from the binocular VO, and a landmark subset L N {H N } near to P w is selected from L (Fig. 4) . This allows the visual landmark matching to be limited to a relatively small range, even if library L is very big.
The intensity histogram h of the current image I n is computed and compared with H N , and those landmarks whose distances to h are less than the threshold T h are reserved for further matching. Since the histogram is a kind of global features and invariant Next, large-scale ACFs f l are used to match with landmark subset L G {F lG }, which is globally similar to I n . Since the randomly generated locations of the patches are related to the view angle, the ACFs are not invariant to directions. In fact, features computed based on the appearance of a partial image patch are all dependent on directions. We solve this problem by extracting multiple features to approximate features of all directions: rotating the 360° panoramic image, extract features at every 30° and match the obtained features with L G . Although this matching method needs to extract features in I n several times, the optimal matching can be found quickly, thanks to the efficient ACF.
If the minimum of D(f l , F lG ) is smaller than T fl , the landmark subset L L {F sL }, which is locally similar to I n , can be selected from L G . Since the smallscale features f s are more sensitive to motion, they are used for matching with L L in more detail. The matching of f s can be controlled within the 30° region on both sides of the matching orientation of f l . A grid-based searching method (Algorithm 1) is used to gradually find the optimal matching orientation, where 'grid_size' means the number of the grids in the searching region.
If the minimum of D(f s , F sL ) is smaller than the threshold T fs , the corresponding landmark l n {f ss } is considered as the most probable landmark the vehicle is approaching, and is locked. Then each of the incoming images is matched to the locked landmark to decide the exact time the vehicle passed the landmark position. The image closest to l n is found by searching the local minimum of D(f s , f ss ) in a time window. If the final minimum is less than threshold T fs2 , the corresponding panoramic image I n is matched with l n as the result.
Position correction
We match SIFT features of I n and l n , and the inter-frame motion is estimated with the five-point algorithm (Stewénius et al., 2006) . The RanSaC method (Fischler and Bolles, 1981 ) is adopted to remove the outliers. Since the images are roughly aligned after landmark matching, the rotation angle should be constrained in a relatively small range, and most false estimation results can be filtered out by this constraint. In some cases, there are only a few matched features and final inliers due to the largescale translation or occasional false landmark matching. In such cases, the robot's position will not be corrected and refined. From a result-oriented perspective, position correction could also be viewed as the final verification of landmark matching.
The correction result does not contain scale information and only the orientation correction can be directly used. We then check the curve of D(f s , f ss ): if the curve is steep, which means the displacement between I n and l n is relatively small, then the matching is regarded as perfect and the position of the landmark is directly used to update the current VO estimation; if the curve of D(f s , f ss ) is flat, the translation error may still be large and the robot's position will not be corrected except for its rotation (Fig. 7) .
Panoramic compass
The inter-frame motion is estimated mainly by our previous binocular VO (Lu et al., 2013) , which runs in parallel with two threads: feature tracking and motion estimation. The first thread detects and describes features using SIFT_GPU (Wu, 2007) , and then matches the features and reconstructs 3D points. The second thread estimates the motion using the RanSaC and quaternion methods (Horn, 1987) , and the result is optimized with the TLBBA algorithm.
In general, the binocular VO can achieve good motion estimation results. However, in some cases, the feature tracking may be corrupted by abnormal scene contents (e.g., moving objects covering a large part of the FOV or weak texture on the ground). Since the binocular camera looks down and forward to track the close features for accuracy, this problem becomes more serious, especially at road junctions, where most of the FOV of binocular images is occupied by weak-texture asphalt and few features can be extracted and tracked, making the binocular VO suffer from larger errors. Another difficult situation is the appearance of close moving objects in front of the camera, especially with a weak-texture background. The panoramic camera can capture more than 80% of environmental information of the 360° sphere (except for the very bottom). So, the panoramic images record nearly all the useful scenes, and significantly reduce the probability of a weak texture. Thanks to the large FOV, the influence of the same moving object is much less serious in a panoramic image than in a binocular one. With the help of the panoramic image, a special panoramic compass algorithm is designed to improve motion estimation.
In most cases, the road is locally flat, and the robot's motion is approximately planar. So, the rotation is determined mainly by the change of the azimuth angle. The translation can be roughly estimated with the assumption that the displacement is proportional to the offsets of the left and right patches. By tracking the front and the rear patches in panoramic images, we can easily compute the azimuth angle. The elevation angles of the patches are about 30° above the horizon in the image, and the influence of moving objects can be removed.
The spherical coordinate system is used to construct the panoramic image, and the image is expanded according to the longitude and latitude. For a 3D point P(X, Y, Z), the direction angles (θ, φ) are
where r=(X 2 +Z 2 ) 1/2 is the radius of the cylinder. Given the image resolution of nCols×nRows, the relationship between (θ, φ) and the pixel coordinates of the 3D point's image projection P′ (u, v 
To track the patch, n′-dimensional ACFs are extracted within the patch, and the distance D between the patch in the current image I n and the matched patch in the next image I n+1 can be measured as
.
Both the front and rear patches are tracked, but only the patch having the smaller distance D is used to estimate the azimuth angle Δθ. For example, if the tracking results of the front patch are better, then Δθ can be calculated using the offset of the front patch (Δu f , Δv
Experments
We used an electric vehicle (Fig. 5a ) as the mobile platform to test the proposed enhanced VO, capturing binocular images with BumbleBee-2 (Fig. 5b ) and panoramic images with Ladybug-3 (Fig. 5c ). Ladybug-3 is an omni-vision system manufactured by Point Grey (Canada). The system is composed of six Sony color cameras, each having a maximum resolution of 1600×1200. It can output six independent images, and one stitched panoramic image. We directly used the panoramic images with a resolution of 1080×540, and the binocular image resolution was 640×480. The experiments were conducted on a computer equipped with an Intel i5 2.8 GHz CPU, 4 GB RAM, and NVIDIA GTS450 graphics card.
Evaluation of ACFs in landmark matching
For the purpose of landmark matching, the ideal feature should not only obtain minimum distance with the true positive (TP), but also discriminate itself with the true negative (TN) with a large gap. We matched each landmark with other landmarks in the library. Since they are different places, the results of minimum distance matching are considered as negative samples. The panoramic images of revisited landmarks were also matched with the library. The correct matching results are positive samples and the false results are false negatives. To better quantify the power of separating true positive and negative samples, we define
where d N and d P are the average distance of negative and positive samples, respectively. The BRIEF-Gist feature (Sünderhauf and Protzel, 2011) was selected as the state-of-the-art method to compare with our proposed ACFs in this application of landmark matching. To show the comparison clearly, the sample distances D of each kind of feature were normalized with feature scaling:
The library contains 36 landmarks, and seven revisits should have been detected. Although the BRIEF-Gist successfully matched six of the seven revisited landmarks, it did not discriminate well between the positive and negative samples. If we wanted to reserve all six TPs, at least eight negative samples would be included as false positives (FP). In contrast, our large-scale ACF performed better (Fig. 6 ). All seven revisited places were correctly detected and the positive and negative samples were separated well (Table 1) .
According to the results, the large-scale ACF had the best global matching property. Next, we analyzed the local matching property of these features. The features of locked landmarks were compared with the successive incoming images. To minimize the position correction error, the most similar frame to the landmark had to be found, which corresponds to the feature's local distance curve with the most obvious local minimum. The small-scale ACF was the best choice, because it is the most sensitive to small motion changes (Fig. 7) . Since the randomly generated CFs contained some fewer discriminative features, their curves were flatter than those of the ACFs.
Moreover, using the ACFs reduced the computational cost greatly. In landmark matching, for either large-or small-scale features, 200 randomly located CFs were generated, but only 100 of them were selected and weighted to construct ACFs. In the panoramic compass, the corresponding numbers of features were cut in half.
Performance of the panoramic compass
Due to a sudden illumination change (Fig. 8a) , moving objects (Fig. 8d) or large rotation at weakly textured corners (Figs. 8b and 8c) , binocular feature tracking becomes erroneous. In contrast, panoramic images contain much more consistent information. In these cases, the panoramic compass is activated to produce better azimuth angle estimation. We show one result of the panoramic compass in Fig. 9 , which corresponds to the case of Fig. 8d , where the robot saw some moving objects at a corner. In Fig. 9b , the estimation results from stereo-only VO are with an obviously erroneous azimuth angle, and the corrected estimation results use the panoramic compass, which eliminates the effect of moving objects and provides much more precise azimuth angle estimation. 
Performance of the enhanced VO
The proposed enhanced VO system was tested in our campus environment, where there are weaktexture asphalt pavements, tall trees, buildings, grass, and frequent moving objects, such as pedestrians and vehicles. Dataset-I includes 4700 panoramic images and 17 600 binocular images. Assuming the starting point of the vehicle as the origin of the world coordinate system, the vehicle's position was continuously estimated based purely on our proposed vision methods. The resulting estimated paths from binocular VO and enhanced VO are illustrated in Fig. 10 .
In this experiment, 36 panoramic images were successfully selected as landmarks, among which six revisits were used to correct the VO positioning results ( Table 2 ). The fourth revisit was successfully detected while the location was not corrected, due to insufficient inliers in RanSaC to produce a stable motion estimate. The detection of the eighth revisit was ignored, because the position was just corrected at the seventh revisit. It is not necessary to correct the position so frequently.
In Table 2 , we can see the entrance orientation varied greatly when landmarks were revisited. The smallest angle was 8° while the largest was 168°. All the landmarks with an arbitrary directional entrance were successfully matched. At each landmark, the GPS data were collected as ground truth for comparison purposes. From Table 2 we can see that the robot's location was effectively corrected after revisiting the landmarks, and the 2D root mean square accumulated error was reduced.
The capturing frequencies of the panoramic and binocular cameras were 5 Hz and 25 Hz, respectively. The processing time of the enhanced VO is shown in Table 3 . The first thread built the landmarks online: the multi-level features were extracted from 1080×150 panoramic image patches, and the landmarks were detected on the down-sampling images. The second thread matched the current image with the landmark library and corrected the robot's position. The binocular VO used two threads for parallel processing. The panoramic compass ran in one of the two threads when it was activated. Given the locked approaching landmark, the best incoming frame most similar to the landmark could be found within 20 ms. Together with the following position correction stage, the whole global position correction process could be finished within 200 ms. Each module could run faster than the respective camera frequency, but to find the image locally closest to the landmark, the position correction has to be performed with at least one frame delay, and the whole system could run only in quasi-real time.
Dataset-II includes 4800 panoramic images and 17 600 binocular images. This time the robot could benefit from the traveling experience in the first experiment, and no longer needed to travel circuitously to increase the probability of revisiting landmarks. The positioning results from the enhanced VO and the binocular VO are illustrated in Fig. 11 . This time 14 landmarks were revisited, among which 13 were successfully used to correct the robot's position (Table 4). The tenth revisit was missed because the revisiting route was relatively far away from the landmark we detected. The starting point of this experiment was set to the position of the first landmark, where there was an initial localization error of 1.5 m compared with the ground truth from GPS.
In summary, among the 22 revisited landmarks (dataset-I and dataset-II), 20 revisits were successfully detected and matched, of which 19 were used to improve the positioning results. We conclude that the landmark library constructed with road junctions is very efficient, and high repeatability is one of the most important advantages of our algorithm. The global position correction algorithm and the panoramic compass can be very useful for visual localization in long distance journeys. 
Conclusions
We proposed an enhanced VO solution composed of a panoramic camera and a stereo camera. Through building online panoramic landmarks, landmark views from arbitrary orientations can be matched efficiently using the multi-level features, and the robot's position can be corrected globally when the landmarks are revisited. A panoramic compass can be activated to produce more robust azimuth angle estimation, when the binocular VO cannot give reliable results. To accelerate the landmark filtering and matching process, a multi-level adaptive compressive feature is presented to use the panoramic information more effectively. Experimental results show that our enhanced VO is able to relieve the drift problem that plagues the traditional VO, and obtain better localization results in challenging environments.
